Abstract—In this paper, we discuss collaborations that can emerge between humanities and visualization researchers. Based on four case studies, we illustrate different collaborative constellations within such cross-disciplinary projects that are influenced as much by the general project goals as by the expertise, disciplinary background, and individual aims of the involved researchers. We found that such collaborations can introduce productive tensions that stretch the boundaries of visualization research and the involved humanities fields, often leaving team members “adrift” trying to make sense of findings that are the result of a mixture of different (sometimes competing) research questions, methodologies, and underlying assumptions. We discuss inherent challenges and productive synergies that these drifts can introduce. We argue that greater critical attention must be brought to the collaborative process itself in order to facilitate effective cross-disciplinary collaborations, and also enhance potential contributions and research impact for all involved disciplines. We introduce a number of guiding questions to facilitate critical awareness and reflection throughout the collaborative process, allowing for more transparency, productive communication, and equal participation within research teams.

1 INTRODUCTION AND BACKGROUND
Recent years have seen an increase in collaborative projects between researchers from (broadly speaking) the humanities and visualization (see [14] for an overview), often leading to interesting and valuable research outcomes for one or more of the involved fields. Such cross-disciplinary collaborations—projects that involve thinking and working across multiple disciplines where different expertise and methods are not only shared but applied, combined and expanded beyond the boundaries of the involved disciplines (more about related terminology in [1, 19])—often generate new research questions and directions that would not emerge from any one disciplinary perspective alone. While the issue and value of cross-disciplinary collaboration has been generally discussed in visualization (e.g., [15, 16, 20, 21]) and humanities research (e.g., [17]), case studies at the intersection of humanities and visualization often touch upon collaborative practices only lightly, favoring tangible outcomes and contributions. Only recently has this “balancing act” [13]—which uniquely crosses scientific and humanistic, quantitative and qualitative research thinking and approaches—been addressed specifically [6, 13].

It is vital to reflect on the collaborative processes that shape such cross-disciplinary projects beyond tangible research outcomes, in order to characterize the role of visualization as part of humanities research and, vice versa, how visualization research is furthered by humanities’ practices. Every discipline has its blind-spots—some of which it actively works to eliminate as it evolves, some of which it (often inadvertently) creates by virtue of its very focus and particular history. In the process of collaboration and—in interaction with members of a different discipline—de-familiarization, we will likely encounter some of our own disciplinary blind-spots and assumptions embedded in our discipline’s theories, practices, and terminology.

We believe that a specific focus on the nature of cross-disciplinary collaborations is also important to overcome potentially unproductive assumptions. For example, a typical expectation might be that the humanities scholar provides the data and research questions, while the visualization expert on the project will design and implement an adequate visualization prototype that facilitates the exploration of these questions. From our experience, these roles that define such “collaborative constellations” cannot simply be assumed based on disciplines, nor do they remain stable throughout the project. Instead, these roles are influenced by the project aims and by the individual interests of each team member, and they can change as the project progresses.

Shifting roles and “drifting” away from the familiarity of one’s core research discipline and practices can cause discomfort, even tension among team members and complicate the project’s progress, but it almost always leads to more attentive, potentially innovative, approaches and outcomes. “Drift” can result in improved engagement and communication, work processes, research questions, and novel results—including not only concrete research contributions to the involved disciplines but also a critical reflection on what the collaborative cross-disciplinary process reveals about the unique nature (including limitations or blind-spots) of each participating discipline.

In this position paper, we illustrate based on four case studies different constellations of cross-disciplinary collaborations between humanities and visualization scholars and the “drifts” that can occur as part of these. Our reflections show that this spectrum of collaborative constellations is vast and each comes with its own values and challenges. Following these examples, we (1) invite researchers and practitioners to critically reflect on their collaborative processes and how these push (or not) the roles within their projects as well as the boundaries of their own disciplines. We (2) call on researchers and practitioners to “risk the drift”—to allow for more open-ended collaborative processes and approaches that enable learning from interactions with disciplines that are profoundly and meaningfully different from one’s own, and to be open to (when appropriate) changing perspectives and practices according to what is learned. To facilitate this, we provide a set of guiding questions that may support such critical reflections at different points of a collaborative project.

2 HUMANITIES & VISUALIZATION: 4 CASE STUDIES
We present four case studies that each encompass a different aspect of working in the cross-disciplinary space between visualization and the humanities. While these can only represent a small subset of possible “collaborative constellations”, they begin to illustrate the unique drifts that can occur between researchers working within such collaborations.

2.1 Case Study 1: DocuBurst

Context & Research Questions Visualization for digital humanities projects can be purely data-driven, introducing novel visualization techniques or general-purpose text analysis tools without a direct collaboration with humanities researchers. Instead, the visualization is driven by the dataset and open-ended goals such as facilitating exploration. Examples of projects following this open-ended method include the text visualizations of the Many Eyes platform [23] and our DocuBurst document visualization [3]. These systems allow anyone to upload a text and see it portrayed through the lens of the visualization. No special data format is required — just plain text.
Research Process The DocuBurst project\(^1\) was an attempt to bring linguistic structure to the layout of word clouds, using the WordNet hyponymy (IS-A relation) ontology. DocuBurst reveals the contents of a text through the brightness of sectors of a tree which is based on WordNet. The overarching goal was to see a document’s content, with the motivating argument that the tool could be useful for humanities scholars to quickly get a feel for an unknown document.

Collaborative Process During the development, no particular participant group or humanities domain experts were involved with the design. That is, the constellation of researchers included computer scientists specializing in computational linguistics and visualization, but no members of the target user community. DocuBurst succeeds as an easy-to-understand and general purpose tool, accepting texts from political debates to the Bible. It has been repurposed to analyze passwords and to teach English as a second language. It has provided an interesting entry point to untapped collections due to the ease of importing data and the general purpose views. The resulting visualization has been relatively successful, with users continuing to visit the site after 7 years. However, despite attempts to provide mechanisms to annotate views, embed them in other websites, and share them, the impact on humanities scholarship has been minimal.

On reflection, we believe this stems from our focus on exploration and overviews: humanities scholars do not seek to get a “quick overview” of a single text. When working with a text of interest, the most common and preferred approach is to deeply read the text. Word-counting and overviews, even those structured by semantics, do not meet a specific need in the humanities. Our tool did not integrate well with the task of close reading, despite providing a reading panel which displays the full text. Additionally, challenges with word sense disambiguation, in which a polysemous word may be represented incorrectly in the view, have a strong effect on humanities research, where interpretation of meaning is of central importance.

Shifting Research Roles While this data and technique-driven method for creating visualizations has been successful at creating a well-known general purpose text analysis tool, as observed through usage logs over many years, the system could facilitate the process of humanities research better. The “drift” in this case moved the visualization research team toward deeper engagement with humanities researchers as collaborators rather than data providers. As highlighted in the context of visualization design studies\(^2\), by deeply understanding the goals of humanities research practices, we can avoid pitfalls, such as creating views that are not needed to answer real questions.

2.2 Case Study 2: VisArgue

Context & Research Questions The VisArgue\(^3\) project\(^5\) was a collaboration between political scientists, linguists, and computer scientists, focused on analyzing communication in political debates and motivated by theories of political science. The theory of deliberative communication in political discourse has been extensively researched by political scientists as one ideal for political debate. However, previous research was mainly on a theoretical level, using smaller manually annotated corpora. By bringing together the unique competencies of the VisArgue team in a cross-disciplinary collaboration, we performed a data-driven analysis of the political science theories with the objective of automating the measurement of deliberation in political discourse.

Research Process In order to achieve a computational analysis at scale, the project relied on an automatic linguistic annotation of the data that uses a bottom-up rule-based approach to identify micro-linguistic features. These data annotations were categorized using the theory of deliberative communication. From a computer science perspective the challenge was to bridge this gap between the bottom-up analysis and the top-down theory to develop a visual analytics framework that allows different perspectives on the data and to enable the project collaborators to answer questions about the data. For example, in order to verify a hypothesis about speaker behavior in a debate, we constructed a visualization showing the interaction of different speakers for the different topics over the course of the debate\^[4, 7]. We also included other views that focus on a deeper content analysis of the conversations, and ultimately, a visualization that shows the relation of the extracted micro-linguistic features to different speakers, topics, and political parties to suggest the degree of deliberation of a debate\[^9, 10\].

Collaborative Process The role of the different disciplines in this collaboration was dictated by their expertise. The political scientists provided the theoretical construct and their broad research question, the linguists were mainly concerned with the annotation of the data, and the computer scientists were challenged with abstracting the given data and theories into a general data structure that built the basis for the automatic analysis and for the development of the visual analytics framework. However, after the initial phase of contributing to separate working packages, all team members realized through discussions that we had to establish our own cross-disciplinary definitions, concepts, and mental models beyond those given by each discipline. For example, in discussing the definition of an argument, we realized that every discipline had an exclusively different understanding of the concept. The linguists understood an argument as a linguistic construct, neglecting the content, while for the political scientists the argument’s content is more essential than its phrasing. In order to advance the research of all involved disciplines, we had to become more familiar with the competing motivations of the project in order to create common ground. This conceptualization phase was integral to the success of the project.

2.3 Case Study 3: The Stuff of Science Fiction

Context & Research Questions The Stuff of Science Fiction project\(^7\) brought together a team of researchers in English literature and visualization to characterize a unique, unknown collection of science fiction (SF) writing and illustrations originally published in literary periodicals and compiled by the collector into 888 handcrafted fanzine-like booklets. For literary studies, the Bob Gibson Anthologies of Speculative Fiction raise questions about the evolution of science fiction in popular periodicals. For visualization, this same collection provokes new research on how to facilitate exploration and analysis of its unique content and visual features. We approached these questions in an intertwined process that combined archival work and visualization.

Research Process The archival work included the reading of SF items, the extraction of metadata such as author, title, publication year and source magazine, as well as the manual classification of items through established SF keywords. This metadata was compiled in digital form through a database interface. At the same time, visualization designs were developed to explore ways to visually represent the emerging metadata to help characterize the Gibson anthologies.

While the archival work and visualization design were conducted simultaneously, both processes were closely intertwined and informed each other: the work in the archives led to discoveries and new research.

\(^1\)http://viublab.science.oulu.ca/docuburst/
\(^2\)http://visargue.inf.uni.kn/
\(^3\)http://stuffofsciencefiction.ca/
questions which informed new visualization ideas. Likewise, the visualization prototypes triggered new questions that were directly explored in the archives. For example, the visualizations first focused on Gibson’s own symbol system through which he classified the SF items he collected, but were expanded with additional views to accommodate for additional points of interest (e.g., author gender) identified through archival work. The visualizations brought to the fore hypotheses that could then be verified through archival work. Even shortcomings of the most recent visualization prototype further informed our research process: the Speculative W@nderverse [12]—a first “translation” of this unique print-based collection into digital media—represents mostly content-related metadata in an abstract, visual way, without reflecting on the physical features that necessarily shape the interpretation of these unique artifacts. In response, we have since started to classify and, through visualization, reflect on the anthologies’ material qualities.

Collaborative Process We decided early to collaborate in a way that would enable us to better understand each others’ disciplines and research processes, and to produce valuable research contributions to both fields. We therefore engaged in regular meetings where we would discuss the progress and insights we gained through our archival work and visualization design. These discussions, documented in written form, were vital in understanding each other’s research interests and in facilitating our collaboration. At the same time, sharing and discussing our evolving insights and data through visualization sketches and interactive prototypes in an open-ended way, allowed for new questions and ideas to emerge and evolve.

Shifting Research Roles The drift in this project is visible in our evolution of research questions and in the design of our visualization prototypes. Our research questions have become more finely attuned to the Gibson anthologies, which will help us make richer research contributions in the long run. However, our open-ended research process is resource intensive and requires much flexibility. For example, the (re-)design of ever-changing and highly customized non-standard visualizations led to a range of prototypes which provided rich insights and enabled valuable reflections visible in a range of publications [8,11,12], but also required a considerable engineering effort.

The drift also shows in the change of our individual roles as researchers on the project. Initially, our individual contributions to the project were defined by our respective disciplines (as suggested in [20]). However, after four years of collaboration, our roles have become more hybrid and our perspectives on our own research disciplines have shifted. Our different backgrounds are still vital to our work, but our collaboration has modulated our research thinking and research questions: as researchers we act less and less from “within” our respective disciplines and more from a hybrid space that embraces both literary and visualization thinking as intertwined research processes. This is also visible in our writing styles which blend highly structured scientific forms with the precise and argument-driven style of humanistic writing.

2.4 Case Study 4: Metatation

Context & Research Questions The Metatation team [18] consisted of a literary studies scholar (who also works in visualization), a graduate student in computer science, specializing in visualization, an HCI professor, and a visualization professor. The motivation for the work was the lack of adoption of digital tools developed for literary analysis, which, as the project revealed, is due to a misunderstanding of the workflow of literary scholars in relation to literary analysis.

Research Process We ran a study with 14 literary scholars who work on poetics and asked them to “work on the poems” using digital pens and paper while being observed. In essence, within this collaborative constellation, humanities researchers were participants of an observational study. We discovered that each individual participant employed a complex idiosyncratic cognitive shorthand in the form of annotations made on the page. This posed problems for automated disambiguation of annotation purpose. We also found that each participant had their own system for how these marks related spatially to other marks on the page. The same symbols could mean different things if separated by enough space. The subsequent tool design was truly collaborative in that the intuition of our literary scholar about the kinds of knowledge being sought after needed to be reconciled with the design process employed in HCI and visualization. We found that the literary scholars needed more time to reflect on their work as they did it, and the moment of interaction needed to be shifted as a result. These requirements created a tension between the usual goals of digital tool design, which often attempt to reduce the time of a task, and the needs of the literary analysis. Our participants also demonstrated a need to create their own annotations, limiting our interactive modalities to pen, stylus, or possibly touch interaction with a single finger.

Collaborative Process Previous literature on annotation suggests that digital affordances could substitute for handwriting, but manual annotations help literary scholars to access semantic levels of a text, a process that digital tools can hamper. Our participants were thinking by annotating, not simply note-taking. The experience and intuition of our in-team literary scholar, together with our study findings, facilitated a focused, collaborative design process with the HCI and visualization team members. The final solution supports the existing pen-based workflow within the tool and augments the marks of the literary analysts with a type of meta-dictionary that is available for reflection after the work had been done. In this way we created individualized reference material for each participant. Studying the workflow of our participants in situ allowed us to collaboratively define a hybrid problem space that engineers and digital humanists alone had yet to demonstrate—a direct result of our cross-disciplinary collaboration.

Shifting Research Roles In this project the drift occurred in two different ways. First, the translation of ideas between a computer science and humanities context had a lasting effect on the approaches of scholars from both sides. This was facilitated by one of our team members who works in both domains (a Liason [21]). The ability to speak the languages of both fields expedited what we call “drift”. Second, while not directly collaborating on the project, the work practices of our study participants—all experts in humanities fields—strongly influenced how both our in-team literary scholar and the computer scientists understood the workflow and the individual task in focus. Specifically, the open coding was the real catalyst to this shift in thinking as our expectations (from both sides) had to be re-aligned due to the nature of our participants’ work. Cohen’s Kappa [22] (inter-rater reliability) became a surrogate measure for the drift between the researchers on our team. During the first iteration our humanities scholar was coding with an understanding of the existing workflow and our visualization scholar with an understanding of previous work in HCI and visualization. As the Kappa came into a reasonable range, so too did our understandings of each other’s disciplines drift towards a new, common ground.

3 The Spectrum of Collaborative Constellations

The collaborative constellations outlined above illustrate parallels as well as distinct differences in terms of collaborative approaches, aims, and “drift” within and across the involved research fields, spanning a complex spectrum across many dimensions.

3.1 Drift Induced by Observing Humanities’ Practices

We consider Case Study 1, which lacks the direct involvement of humanities scholars, an extreme case where the collaborative “humanities” aspect is merely included in form of the targeted data sets, audiences and potential usage scenarios. Successful as a novel visualization technique to represent text in a compact way, subsequent reflections on the project’s approach reveal that a collaboration with humanities scholars and/or study of their practices may have led to better uptake in the targeted domain and, hence, more impact.

The latter approach is reflected in Case Study 4 where the study of annotation practices of poetry scholars revealed rich insights into the idiosyncratic practices involved in the close reading of poetry. The study findings guided the design of a digital annotation tool that enhances these existing interpretative approaches instead of dictating new tool-driven workflows. Like Case Study 1, Case Study 4 aimed at designing a digital tool to enhance humanities (research) practices, but, in contrast, it closely considered the practices of the target audience (as important for visualization “design studies” in general [20]). In addition to the involvement of poetry scholars as study participants,
Case Study 4 also illustrates a close collaboration between scholars in visualization, HCI and literary studies. It is this collaboration, mediated through open coding as a classic qualitative research method in HCI, which led the involved researchers to gain insights, disrupt their previous domain-specific knowledge and assumptions, and create an innovative approach to facilitating close reading.

3.2 Resisting, then Risking the Drift
In contrast to Case Studies 1 and 4, Case Study 2 aimed at creating an interactive tool to help answer political scientists’ research questions and verify hypotheses, rather than facilitating particular practices. This process was directly guided by the involved political scientists rather than a study of practitioners in the field. Initially the disciplines of the involved researchers defined their roles on this multi-disciplinary project, where the political scientists provided the data sets and research questions, and linguists and visualization scholars would abstract the given data to form the basis for visualizations that would facilitate answering these given research questions. Practice revealed the need for a more cross-disciplinary research process. The team members realized that they had to learn about each other’s academic domain, respective research processes and terminologies in order to—collaboratively—develop sensible visualization solutions. Sketching possible visual representations together was found to be a valuable way to facilitate this process, not only moving all involved researchers beyond their disciplinary boundaries, but even motivating a new field of automatic, visual analysis of verbatim text transcripts.

3.3 Embracing the Drift as Process
Similar to Case Study 4, researchers in Case Study 3 engaged in a highly collaborative process early on in the project in order to gain insights into each other’s research interests and practices. Like in Case Study 2, visualization was found to be an important mediator that facilitated their collaboration and expanded their knowledge beyond their respective disciplines. This process, deliberately open to changes in research questions and to embracing different discipline-specific methods, was particularly suitable for this project that focused on characterizing a little-known, specific literary collection through visualization, rather than on the development of generalizable tools that would facilitate particular practices or help explore specific research questions. Researchers in Case Study 3 deliberately embraced a drift into a hybrid cross-disciplinary space. This enabled them to engage in research thinking attuned to the collection in ways that would not be possible from within either one of the involved disciplines (literary studies or visualization) and facilitated a collaborative framing of the project and research questions, rather than having (multiple) discipline-specific foci. However, this form of process is resource intensive and can leave researchers in a disciplinary limbo that is at once highly promising and ill-fitted to current assessment and funding structures.

4 Critical Reflection on Collaborative Processes
While some of the above reflections parallel guidelines on conducting visualization design studies in general [20], they highlight that valuable insights require an active and critical engagement between the involved disciplines. We intend this position paper to encourage an awareness and critical reflection on collaborative processes between visualization and humanities researchers, rather than prescribing particular approaches. As we have shown, the character of such projects is quite diverse and complex. Initially we tried to align the collaborative constellations and inherent “drifts” on a linear spectrum that was defined by visualization-driven research (without a humanities researcher being directly involved) at one extreme, and humanities-driven research (where the visualization becomes an engineering task in the service of the humanities) on the other. However, in examining our case studies, we found that many nuances exist between these extremes, and that the often observed changes in collaborative constellations let researchers arrive in hybrid spaces informed by but outside of the initial disciplinary boundaries. As such, collaborative approaches—also depending on funding and time constraints—have to be decided upon on a case-by-case basis. However, if we assume this “drift” as productive in enabling innovative ideas and critical reflection on underlying assumptions and established practices within the involved disciplines, how can we promote this and critical reflections on collaborative process within cross-disciplinary projects between humanities and visualization? We present here a set of questions, organized in four themes, that have helped us to characterize our (finished and ongoing) case studies and may help others negotiate collaborative roles and project aims that seem mutually valuable to all involved disciplines.

Finding a Common Denominator and Appreciating Differences
1. What are the project’s main research questions?
2. Which of these questions are common to more than one discipline? Which are unique to one specific discipline?
3. What are the possible overlaps and distinct areas of inquiry?
4. To what extent do these research questions matter to each discipline and why? How have these questions been treated in each discipline in the past?

These questions are meant to help establish a “common denominator” across the disciplines involved, but also to help team members understand what is unique; what matters to each different discipline, and why.

In addition to building a shared foundation from which to work, these questions can also identify potential audiences who might be impacted by one or more aspects of the research.

Knowledge Brokering
1. What are the key terms of this project?
2. What do these key terms mean to each discipline?
3. How is the current project employing these terms?

Negotiating an effective collaborative space involves negotiating understandings of key terms and theories, and developing a sensitivity to how different disciplines might inflect the same terms and theories differently [2]. Participants become knowledge brokers and translators, communicating across disciplinary divides to situate their own perspectives within their own field and within the current collaboration.

Negotiating and Evaluating Workflow
1. What kind of a project workflow do you envision and why?
2. How often will you evaluate the workflow and how?
3. What roles are shared or unique to specific researchers?

These questions are meant to help initiate critical discussion and evaluation of a project’s workflow to ensure that it is effectively attuned to the specific, and potentially shifting, needs of a cross-disciplinary project, without automatically defaulting to discipline-based divisions of labour and without subordinating one discipline to any other.

Risking the Drift
1. How much do you think your research thinking has changed while working collaboratively?
2. Can you describe these changes? How do these manifest themselves in your research thinking, methods, practical approaches, writing, research interests, research questions and/or directions?
3. How would you describe the benefits and challenges that come with these changes?

If, as this paper suggests, cross-disciplinary research can have an impact beyond the results produced for one or more disciplines, critical reflection on the collaborative process and its effect on disciplinary boundaries has to become a key part of the collaborative work itself.

Through these questions that emerged from our own case studies, we invite researchers to engage in the kind of critical humanities-visualization collaborations that promise to produce unprecedented innovations in multiple fields, while risking the drift towards new or, at the very least, reinvigorated disciplinary formations. As visible in just the four case studies presented here, the spectrum of collaborative constellations in this emerging field at the intersection of humanities and visualization research is vast and defined by many dimensions. Building a body of work that critically discusses processes and lessons learned from such collaborative experiences, will eventually lead toward a more descriptive model to facilitate and promote productive synergies between humanities and visualization research that produce valuable contributions and further all involved disciplines.
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